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''My paintings are aimed at contributing to the general happiness of humanity''

WILSON NGONI



Editorial Note

When Botswana is mentioned, it tends to be about the Khama family, diamonds or the 
San. But I think the country has produced one of the continent's greatest artists – Wilson 
Ngoni. The government as well as the people know this, as the State has presented 
paintings by him to both the king and queen of Sweden, as well as the president of Malawi.
Remembering also that he has ''designed four stamps for Botswana Post'', I hope that in 
time to come, the State will present him with the Naledi ya Botswana, the country's highest
honour, given for outstanding service to the country: or a decoration of that level.

The intention was to celebrate him in August, his birth month, but couldn't wait! Eager to 
share his artistry. Looking forward to reading his autobiography, 'Doors To My Eyes' and 
his album of reagge songs.

I salute Marco Fregnan of Reggaediscograpy, based in Italy, for publishing IZIBONGO.

One of my favourite quotes from the artist is, ''Ecstasy is that space between me and the 
brush loaded with paint and the blank canvas.'' I am happy to present to you, Wilson 
Ngoni.

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – bantudub06@gmail.com – An African School Production
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Biographical Note
Although he grew up in Gabane village, on the Gabarone-Kanye road, Ngoni originally 
hails from Masunga in the North-East District. He was born on August 14th. Apart from art, 
he also enjoys poetry and music.

Born into a family of seven kids, comprising six girls and him, Wilson is the second born. 
His mother died in 1999 after she fell ill and being the second born and the only brother, he
has the responsibility to take care of his siblings. Ngoni's love for art goes as far back as 
1994 when he tried different artistic experiences ranging from sculpting to drawing, though 
his mother and brothers felt that art was consuming much of his precious time.

Not only was his family concerned about his art, but his teachers too were worried, for they
felt it was taking most of his time, which made him neglect other subjects.

excerpts from article in Mmegionline June 2011
Mpho Tlale

''Painting is my personal culture. Although visual artists in this state are still at generally the
bottom of the pile in every sense of consideration, having gone

this far, it's not a time to look elsewhere but just on these blank canvases and make the
most of what appears to be dancing on that white space.'' Wilson Ngoni 

excerpt from article in Sunday Standard May 2016
Thato Chuma 

Videos
''I Paint To Make Humanity Happier'' – CNN Video – 8.22

Wilson Ngoni: Botswana's Greatest Artist – 8.50

Rettung Der Nashorner – Botswana Kunstler Auf Der ITB – 2.09



Let Us Sing
He too is Botswana.

He also has enriched the nation,
As the diamonds that have sang stability.

 Mentor and inspiration,
 Shrine Keeper of Creativity;

Come, stand beside me, 
Let us sing of Wilson Ngoni.

Some have enhanced through commerce and law,
He uses brush and easel.

He too is Botswana.
He also has beautified the country,

As the zebra and antelope trance of safari.
 Continues going forward,

Custodian of Tenacity;
Come, stand beside me,

Let us sing of Wilson Ngoni.

Some have enhanced through commerce and law,
He uses brush and easel.

Natty Mark Samuels









DIAMONDS
It was a momentous occasion last week when Son of the Brush, Wilson Ngoni revealed his
timeless masterpieces and new treasures to the masses at the official opening of his art 
exhibition at the National Museum, Octagon Gallery. The exhibition will be ongoing until 
April 7th.''Botswana has diamonds, but not all of them are in the ground,'' Ngoni's manager,
Charlotte-Marie Collins said at the overwhelming event.

I am proud of Batswana, the exhibition gallery is filled with Batswana today and there are 
traces of foreigners. They are supportive and giving me the spirit to carry on. I managed to
sell one piece therefore it is promising that more people will come as the show goes on. It 
shows that Batswana are here for me because it seems most of them do not have the 
means to buy my art but I am grateful they came,'' Ngoni said.

excerpts from Botswana Gazette article March 2013

Dali and Khalo
The renowned Botswanian artist and multi award winner Wilson Ngoni launched his ‘Wild 
Brush’ exhibition at Nhabe Museum in Maun late last month. The collection, oil on canvas, 
gives one a reflection of the indigenous Maun through Ngoni’s ‘wild’ brush. He rates it as 
his best collection yet.

“The people of Maun are incredible. I have fallen in love with their way of life here,” Ngoni 
enthuses. “Their survival technique is different from what I am used to back in Gaborone. 
They depend so much on the environment surrounding them and they have become one 
with it.”

For someone it is difficult to believe that Ngoni has never received any formal training 
beyond senior secondary school. He read a lot and studied the works of Salvador Dali, a 
Spanish surrealist painter and Frida Kahlo, a Mexican painter best known for her self-
portraits.

from Bulbe.Com sourced from Sunday Standard



from the 'Son Of The Brush'' Exhibition 2013  -  Octagon Gallery National Museum

from the ''Wild Brush'' Exhibition 2015  -  Nhabe Museum Maun




